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PRODUCT NAME
ITEM CODE #
UPC CODE #

CENTURY ALL PURPOSE TOPPING COMPOUND
340-05 (5 Gallon)    
017581 34005       
Do not thin! Maximum V.O.S./V.O.C. is 1.7 lbs per gallon.

Dolomitic Limestone/Crystalline Silica

Century All Purpose Topping Compound is specially formulated to give superior finishing results when 
used over Century All Purpose Joint Compound and powder taping compounds. It is recommended 
for the finishing coats over fastener heads, corner beads, trim and previously taped drywall joints. 
Can also be used for applying simple textures or skim coating, prior to painting. Important: Do not 
use Century All Purpose Topping Compound for taping or laminating. Do not mix with any other 
materials, including other premixed or dry powder joint compounds. Store in a warm area (50˚F 
minimum) for at least 24 hours before using product. Protect from freezing. If this product does 
freeze, allow to thaw naturally in a warm place, then remix before applying. Do not force thaw. NOTE: 
Mix thoroughly before using or thinning.

After the initial compound is thoroughly dry apply a thin coat of compound feathering edges 
approximately 6" to 8" on each side of the taped joint. Always allow 24 hours to dry between 
applications. After the first finish coat has thoroughly dried apply a second thin coat using a 10" broad 
knife feathering edges approximately 8" to 10" on each side of the taped joint. Allow to dry a minimum 
of 24 hours. FINISHING: After the final coat is thoroughly dry the compound should be lightly sanded 
with a fine (200 grit) paper, being careful not to expose tape or roughen paper of exposed wallboard.

In cold weather, provide sufficient heat and ventilation so that compound will dry thoroughly in 24 to 
48 hours. Maintain heat at not less than 50˚F (10˚C) during application and until completely dry. For 
painting and decorating follow that manufacturer's directions. ADDITIONAL TIPS:  Always stir product 
thoroughly before and during application. Wet sanding or sponging is recommended whenever 
practical. After application, protect surface with Ultra Seal Primer/Sealer for maximum durability. 
STORAGE: Keep container sealed. Store in dry location at room temperatures. Protect contents from 
freezing, and avoid exposure to extreme heat and direct sunlight. NOTE: This product is 
manufactured to meet ASTM Specification C 475-94.

700 sq. ft. per 60 lbs.

Wash hands and tools with soap and water.

5-gallon plastic pails
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